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1. INTRODU~TION 
In the vast literature that has grown out of A. M. Lyapunov’s famous 
memoir of 1892, many subtly and sometimes ambiguously distinguished 
concepts of stability have been introduced and studied. In an effort to reduce 
the resulting terminological jungle to some kind of order, Bushaw [4] formul- 
ated a general concept of stability of the Lyapunov type, under which almost 
all of the important modifications and extensions of Lyapunov’s definitions 
fall as special cases. This task was accomplished through the systematic 
application of informal quantification theory to the class of functions from 
the real line into an arbitrary metric space. 
The objective of this paper is to apply a slightly modified form of the 
quantification theory used by Bushaw to the formulation of some necessary 
and sufficient conditions for stability of the Lyapunov type. The paradigm for 
this endeavor, of course, is Lyapunov’s direct method, which ensures stability 
if there is an auxiliary function with certain properties. Before this idea can be 
made more precise, some basic definitions and notation will be necessary. 
2. NOTATION 
In the following P will denote the phase space, which will be assumed to be 
a fixed metric space (P, p). R, R+ and R ++ will denote the real numbers, the 
nonnegative real numbers and the positive real numbers, respectively, with 
all of the usual algebraic operations, order and topological structure. A 
motion in the phase space P is any function 9 : R -+ P; the set of all motions 
in P will be denoted by M. The concept of stability which will be considered 
subsequently concerns the behavior of nonempty subsets S of M, called 
flows, with respect to a set valued function 01 from R into the class of all 
nonempty subsets of P, that is, for all 7 E R, U(T) is a nonempty subset of P. 
The function 01 will be called the reference set. 
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Examples of flows can be obtained by considering the set of solutions of an 
ordinary differential equation which are defined on R. If 01 is a particular 
solution of the differential equation, the behavior of the flow with respect to 01 
reduces to the usual concept of stability of a solution of a differential equation. 
(For a detailed exposition of stability theory for differential equations, see 
Yoshizawa [lo]. Also see Antosiewicz [I].) A more abstract example can be 
obtained by considering the flow consisting of the motions defined by a 
dynamical system r : P x R --f P by setting P&T) = ~(5, T). Reference sets 
of the form a(~) = A for all 7 where A is compact or invariant (or both) 
have been the objects of many detailed studies in recent years (see Bhatia and 
Szegii [3], Zubov [ll]). 
The symbols &, 3 and N will stand, as usual, for conjunction, implication 
and equivalence. The basic definitions of the Lyapunov stabilities can be 
stated as logical propositions in which the variables involved are quantified 
in various combinations. The variables which will be used in this connection 
are listed in the first seven rows of Table I, together with their respective 
TABLE I 
The Variables for Lyapunov Stab&ties 
Universal Existential 
Variable Domain quantifier quantifier Role of the variable 
-- 
6 Rf + D d Estimate of initial closeness 
E R++ E e Estimate of later closeness 
x R L 1 Initial time 
P R+ M m Delay of the sample interval 
Y Rf N n Length of the sample interval 
T R T t Sample time 
40 S P .f Motion in P 
f P X x Phase space variable 
9 R++ II h Estimate of closeness 
I Rf+ I i Estnnate of closeness 
Ii R++ K k Estimate of closeness 
domains. In order to simplify the notation, lower case Greek letters will 
denote the variables; the corresponding upper and lower case Roman letters 
will denote the corresponding universal and existential quantifiers, respec- 
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tively. In order to express the concept of Lyapunov stability concisely, a 
special connective will be useful. Let (z represent any of the variables listed 
in Table I; then 3, represents & if it occurs within the scope of the corre- 
sponding existential quantifier or 3 if it occurs within the scope of the corre- 
ponding universal quantifier. For example, t(P3, Q) is equivalent to 
t(P & Q) while F(P Irn Q) is equivalent to F(P 3 Q). 
Now let W be any ordered sequence of quantifiers from the third and 
fourth columns of Table I such that W contains at most one quantifier from 
each row. Such a sequence will be called a word. Regular quantifying words 
will be words which quantify the seven variables, 8, E, A, p, V, 7 and q~; that is, 
W is a regular quantifying word if it contains one letter from the third or 
fourth column (but not both) of the first seven rows of Table I. The class of 
all regular quantifying words will be denoted YK. In the following chapters, 
other classes of words will be defined, members of which may contain fewer 
than seven quantifiers as well as quantifiers from the last four rows of Table I. 
The quantification theory which will be used in the succeeding sections will 
consist primarily of the standard equivalences and implications of the first 
order predicate calculus. Adequate treatments of this theory can be found in 
Kleene [S, 61, Reichenbach [7] or Rosser [8]. The propositions which will be 
used most frequently in the following have been tabulated by Bushaw [4]. 
Assume that a phase space P, a flow S and a reference set 01 are given. 
Let the symbol @ represent the proposition 
Note that @ is a propositional function of the seven variables 6, E, ;\, p, V, r, 
and 93. When @ is prefixed by a regular quantifying word, W, W - @ is a 
statement about the behavior of the flow S relative to the reference set CX. 
DEFINITION 2.1. If WE 16y, then the flow S is W-Lyapunov stable, or 
simply W-stable, with respect to 01 whenever the statement W - CD is true. 
From the definition, it is evident that there are as many Lyapunov stability 
concepts as there are words WE w. However, many of these concepts can 
be shown to be equivalent by using a few simple rules of the predicate 
calculus. For example, if W’ can be derived from W by successively inter- 
changing the order of adjacent universal or existential quantifiers, then 
W--Q- W - Qi. Thus, for the sake of normalization, it will be assumed 
that letters in a word W appearing in upper or lower case sequences are in 
alphabetical order. 
In order to facilitate the statements and proofs of many of the theorems of 
this paper, the class of all regular quantifying words YY will be divided into 
six basic subclasses depending upon the quantifiers for S and E and their 
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position with respect to each other. The subclasses are listed in Table TI 
together with some descriptive phrases which are intended to be suggestive 
of the behavior of solutions of ordinary differential equations when they have 
stability properties of the corresponding kinds. The symbols in the first 
column of Table II are indicative of only the form and order of the quantifiers; 
the quantifiers themselves need not be adjacent. 
TABLE II 
Classification of Lyapunov Stabilities 
DE, ED ......... Global attraction 
dE ........... Attraction 
Ed ........... Lyapunov stability 
De ........... Boundedness 
eD ........... Global boundedness 
de, ed .......... Neighborhood boundedness 
In Section III the concept of a Lyapunov function is defined and a general 
necessary and sufficient condition for stability in the sense of Definition 2.1 
is formulated in terms of the existence of a Lyapunov function. The theorem 
is general in the sense that it covers all of the possible regular quantifying 
words in one statement. Unfortunately, it is also general in the sense that 
one of the conditions on the Lyapunov function is rather difficult to verify 
in specific instances. Consequently, in Sections 4-6. the subclasses of the 
class W of all regular quantifying words described in, Table II as Lyapunov 
stability, boundedness and attraction are considered individually and in 
greater detail in order to obtain more specific and, hopefully, more useful 
conditions for stability. 
3. LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 
In 1963 George Sell ES] published a paper which contains a necessary and 
sufficient condition for stability of ordinary differential equations defined on 
Rm x A (or at least a subset thereof) in terms of a special class of functions 
from Rfl x R into R+. In the general setting of a fixed fiow S on a metric 
space P and the special notation of Section 2, Sell’s result is paraphrased in 
the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let W be one of the regular quant$j&g words ELdFMNT, 
LdEFmNT, LdEmFNT. Then thejow S is W-stable with respect to the reference 
set DL if and only if there is a function /3 : P x R ---f R+ with the properties below: 
(1) EkT-G(~, 4~)) 2 6 3 P(& 4 3 4 
(2) ELdX{p(& 4)) -=c 6 3 B(S, 4 -=c 4 
(3) Jvx9JN~ 4 < * = [CT 2 x + cc> ’ I&+-)~ 4 < a 
If W is either EdFLMNT or dEmFLNT, the same is true with the quantifying 
word of condition (2) replaced by EdLX. 
There can be no doubt that Sell’s theorem covers five important cases in 
stability theory. However, many possible words WE YY still remain, some 
of which are worthy of interest. Before these cases can be considered, more 
definitions and notation will be at least useful, if not necessary. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Any function p : P x R + R+ will be called a Lyapunov 
function. Lyapunov functions will be denoted by p in al1 cases. 
In the subsequent theorems Lyapunov functions will be subject to condi- 
tions of the form Wi - Pz where the Pi are propositional functions in certain 
of the variables listed in Table I and Wi is a word quantifying those variables. 
The propositional functions will be from a fixed finite list (eventually to 
include six items). Specifically, PI , P2 , and P3 are given in Definition 3.4 
below. In general, K will denote the set of all words quantifying all the 
variables (from Table I) in P, . 
DEFINITION 3.3. For a given flow 5’ and a given reference set CX, a 
Lyapunov function ,8 has an associated word W, E wi if p satisfies W, - Pi . 
(The subscript i on W will serve not only to indicate what variables it 
quantifies, but also to identify the proposition Ps to which it is applied). 
DEFINITION 3.4. The propositional functions PI , Pz , and P3 are given, 
respectively, by the following formulas: 
With this notation, Theorem 3.1 may be restated in the following form: 
THEOREM 3.5 (3.1). Let W be one of the regular quantifying words 
ELdFMNT, LdEFmNT, OY LdEmFNT. Then the flow S is W-stable with 
respect to the reference set 01 if and only if there is a Lyapunov function /3 with the 
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associated words W, = EkTX, W, = HLdX, and W, = W’, where W’ is 
derived from W by replacing the quanti$ers for 6 and E by the corresponding 
quantiJiers for 77 and K, respectively. If W is either EdFLMNT OY dEmFLNT 
the same is true with W, = EdLX. 
The w-ords WI , W, , and W, will be derived from a regular quantifying 
word W by deleting various quantifiers from Wand substituting others into W, 
depending on the composition of W and the particular theorem desired. 
ASSUMPTION 3.6. For the rest of this section, W, can be derived from W 
by simply replacing the quantifiers for 6 and E by the corresponding quantifiers 
for 7 and K, respectively; the specific W, and W, that will be routinely 
associated with the cases listed in Table II are defined in Table III. The first 
column of the table, labeled W, indicates only that W contains the two 
quantifiers in the relative order shown; it does not imply that there are no 
intervening quantifiers. 
TABLE III 
Definitions of W, and IV, 
DE, ED EkTX 
Ed, dE EkTX 
De, eD KeTX 





A general relationship between stability and Lyapunov functions is 
contained in the following theorem, which is an extension of Theorem 3.1 
to arbitrary regular quantifying words. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let WE w. A JEow S is W-stable with respect to a reference 
set 01 if and only if there is a Lyapunov function p : P x R -+ R+ with the 
associated words W, , W, , and W, as described in Assumption 3.6, 
Proof. The proof will be divided into four cases, corresponding to the 
four cases in the definition of W, and W, from Table III. 
Assume that W contains Ed or dE (possibly with intervening quantifiers). 
Then W, = EkTX and W, = HdTX. Let /3 be a Lyapunov function with 
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these associated words. Form U from W by inserting K immediately after E 
and H immediately before d. Now, it follows that 
KM55 +)) > E 3 P(& T) 3 K} 
of%+13 4 < K 1 fM-), 44) < 4, 
where ( )V indicates that the quantifiers enclosed by the parentheses are 
ordered as they are in the word U. This convention will be used throughout 
the rest of the paper. Similarly, with the same word U, 
IfcPO)~ 44) < 6 ‘Ql BMQ 4 -=c 71. 
Now add E and D to W, and order the resulting word according to U. The 
logical conjunction of the three conditions on p then implies the statement 
(4 E, war, H, k w, , w, , wv > eu,), 
&JMv~ 4 < 6 3 P(a(4,4 < 71 
where the symbol w, denotes the quantifier for p in the word U. In general 
if W is any word which contains a quantifier for one of the variables of 
Table I, perhaps 7, then w, will be used to denote that quantifier; thus w, 
is either t or T. 
The preceding conjunction implies that statement 
(4 E, ww , Z k, WA, qz , wv , WJU - @. 
Since the variables K and 7~ do not occur in @, the corresponding quantifiers 
may be deleted from the quantifying word to obtain W - @. Conversely, 
suppose that S is W-stable with respect to 01. Then /3 : P x R ---f R+ defined 
by ,!3(f, A) = p(& a(X)) is the required Lyapunov function. 
The proofs for the other three cases are similar and will be omitted. 
4. LYAPUNOV STABILITY 
In this section, S will be a fixed flow in the phase space P and a: will be a 
fixed reference set. Let ws denote the subclass of YY which contains all 
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regular quantifying words containing E followed by d, possibly with inter- 
vening quantifiers. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The propositional function P4 and P5 are defined by the 
following formulas: 
Wd and W5 will denote the sets of all words which quantify all of the variables 
in P4 and P5 , respectively. 
The condition IV4 - P4 is simply a restatement of Ws - Pz with K in 
place of T. Condition W, - P, , however, is a much weaker condition than 
W, - P3 , requiring only that /~(F(T), T) b e nonincreasing with respect to r. 
For the rest of this section, assume that the functions x3 : WS -3 WI ) 
O,:qS--+ga and #$:WS -+ W5 are defined as follows: 
xs(W) = 6% k, T, -VW, 
where d has been replaced by k, w, by T and w, by X; 
e,(W) = (4 K WA , w&v , 
where E has been replaced by K and eu, by the corresponding quant&er w,; 
and 
where w, and w,, have been replaced by F and L. As an example, suppose that 
W = ELFdMNT E Ily,; then x8(W) = EXkT, 0,(W) = KdLX, and +S( W) = 
FLMNT. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let WE r;lr, . If there is a Lyapurzov function for the pow S 
with respect to 01 with the associated words W, = x,(W), W, = 6,(W) and 
W, = #JW), then S is W-stable with respect to 01. 
Proof. Let p be the assumed Lyapunov function. By Definition 3.3, the 
following statements hold: 
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These statements imply, respectively, 
(D, E, F, 4 L, M K %@(P)(T), T) < K 3 P(&), +>) -=z 4, 
(4 J-C w, , K, WA 9 M, % %&&o>, A) < 6 3, h’@), A> -==c K}, 
CD, E F, K-k wu > wv > wMP 4 P < T < h + EL + ~13, IX%&), 7) < P(Q+), A)]), 
where U is formed from W by inserting K immediately after E. Form the 
logical conjunction of the last three statements to obtain 
(4 4 w, , k, WA > wu > wv > 4 - @, 
which is equivalent to the statement W - di since K does not appear in @. 
Therefore S is W-stable with respect to 01. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Define P = R and let S be the flow consisting of all 
functions of the form P(T) = f eXp[-(7 - ~)2] where cr E R, 5 E R. Let 
a(T) 2 0 and ,8 : R x R -+ RR+ be defined as 
@(& 7) = 1 6 - “+>I = 1 f 1. 
,l3 is clearly continuous and positive definite. Also, 
k%‘(T), ‘-> < /%‘(8~ A) 
if 
Now, ,6 has associated words EkTX, KdLX andFLmNT so that S is EdFLmiVT 
stable with respect to a. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let P = R+. For each 5 E P, define q+ : R + P by 
Clearly, /I is continuous at 01 and positive definite. Also, given any X, p and v, 
there is a f E P such that I &I + p + v)I = 1 and ~Q(T) = f for all 7 such 
that / & 1 < 1. Therefore, ~(‘&), T) = &‘&, “1 = %?‘a(~ + d, h + P) 
for all 7 such that x + ,LL < 7 < x + p + V. Consequently, p is a Lyapunov 
function for S with respect to 01 with the associated words WI = EkTX, 
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W, = KdLX, and W, = LMNf T; and the flow S is EdlMNjT-stable with 
respect to 01. 
The problem of devising a general construction for Lyapunov functions 
with preassigned words seems to be very difficult, if not impossible, for 
words which contain m or n (or both). Consequently, the hypotheses of the 
two theorems of this section will specify that the word W contains M and N 
and ends with T. The following theorem shows that T may be replaced by t 
whenever W ends with MNT. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let WE w8 be of the form U,MNT. Then 
W-CD- U,MNt - Cp. 
The proof of this theorem is simply a straightforward application of the 
rules of the predicate calculus and, consequently, will be omitted. To 
facilitate the proofs of some converse theorems concerning Lyapunov 
stability, the following two assumptions on the flow S will be convenient: 
(1) For every point (E, A) E P x R there is at least one motion ‘p E S 
with y(h) = 5. 
(2) If y1 , ps E S with &A) = &A), then there exists r,~s E S such that 
(Pi = pi(r) for all 7 < h and I&T) = T,(T) for all T > A. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let WE w# end with FMNT. If the$ow S is W-stable with 
respect to 01, then there is a Lyapunov function with the associated words 
WI = xdw), W, = ~,(W)and W5 = WV). 
Proof. Define p : P x R -+ R+ by 
PG 3 = s;P WT HA+ @Jr)) I Y(A) = R. 
Since /3($, .A) > ~(5, a(h)), /3 has the associated word W, = EkTX = xs[ W). 
To show that /3 has the associated word W, = B,(W), let K > 0. By W- 
stability there is a 6 > 0 independent of ‘p such that p(cp(A), a(h)) < 6 implies 
&P(T)> a(T)) < ‘4 f or all T > A. Therefore, fl(f, h) f ~/2 < K whenever 
~(6, a(A)) < 8, and W, = O,(W) applies. Finally, /3 has the associated word 
W, = ti3(W) since X, < A, implies, for all F E S, 
from the second assumption on the flow S. 
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DEFINITION 4.7. The motions in S are unique to the right if, for any 
vr , ~a E S with 9r(A) = cpa(A) for some X E R, ~~(7) = ~~(7) for all T 2 A. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Assume that the motions in S are unique to the right and 
let WE ws be any word containing F and ending with MNT. If the JEow S is 
W-stable with respect to 01, then there is a Lyapunov function with the associated 
words WI = x,(W), W, = 6,(W) and W, = 4,(W). 
Proof. Define fl: P x R -+ R+ by 
From the proof of the preceding theorem, it follows that ,8 has the associated 
words W, = xs( IV) and W, = $,(W). By the uniqueness assumption 
Now let K > 0. By W-stability, there is a 6 > 0 (which may depend on y) 
such that p(v(~), a(~)) < ~12 w h enever p(@), a(h)) < S and 7 3 A. There- 
fore/3((, A) < ~12 < K whenever p([, a(h)) < 6 and /3 has the associated word 
w, = e,(w). 
THEOREM 4.9. Let WE dys contain f and end with MNT. Assume that 
the motions in S are unique to the right. If S is a W-stable with respect to 01, 
then there exists aLyapunov function for S with the associated words W, = x8(W), 
W, = 19,(w) and W, = h(W). 
Proof. Definite B : P x R -+ R+ by 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Corollary 9.8. 
5. BOUNDEDNESS 
In this section, S will be a fixed flow and at will be a fixed reference set in 
the phase space P. Let wa be the class of all regular quantifying words which 
contain D followed by e (possibly with intervening quantifiers) and all regular 
quantifying words which contain d and e (in either order). Vr , wa, and w5 
will be the classes defined in Sections 3 and 4. 
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Now define three functions on qti, Ob : Vb -+ Va , xb : ?J$ -+ WI and 
Y, : Fb -+ %$ as follows: 
where e has been replaced by k and w, by We; 
where wg has been replaced by K, w, by T and w, by X; and 
y,(W) = (F, L> wu , w, , w&v . 
As an example, suppose that W = DLeFmNT; then B,(W) = DLkX, 
x*(W) = KeTX and !Pb(W) = FLmNT. 
The conditions Bb( W) - P4 , x,,(W) - PI and lu,( W) - P5 on /3 resemble, 
perhaps remotely, respectively a boundedness condition, positive definiteness 
and a condition controlling the rate of increase of p(?(T), T) with respect to 7. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let WE wb . If there is a Lyapunov function with words 
WI = xb(W), W, = 0,(W) and W, = O,(W) relative to S and 01, then S is 
W-stable with respect to 01. 
Proof. Let /3 be the assumed Lyapunov function with the words 
WI = xb(W), W, = 6,(w) and W, = Y,(W). Thus /3 satisfies 
(R 8, F, K 4 wu , wv , w&v 
Form the logical conjunction of these three statements to obtain 
(wg , e, w, , k, w, , w, , w, , w,),+. - @, which is equivalent to W - @ since x 
does not appear in CD, 
In order to discuss the converse problem, assume that WE %$ ends with T. 
When W ends with MNT, however, the T may be replaced equivalently 
with t (see Theorem 4.5). Also assume that S satisfies assumptions (1) and (2) 
of Section 4. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let W E V8 be any word in which e precedes F (possibly with 
intervening letters) and which ends with MNT. If S is W-stable with respect to 01, 
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then there is a Lyapunov function for S with respect to 01, with the words 
W, = xb( W), W, = e,(w) and W, = ul,( W). 
Since p(t, A) > p(f, a(~)), it f o 11 ows that ,f3 has the associated word W, = 
KeTX; therefore #7 has the associated word xb( W). In order to show that ,B 
has the associated word W, = 8,(W), let 6 > 0. By W-stability and the 
assumption that e precedes F in W, there is a K > 0, independent of p, such 
that P(&-1, 44) < 42 w h enever p(cp(X), a(X)) < 6 and 7 3 A. Therefore ,8 
has the associated word W, = (wg , k, w,, , w& or e,(W). Finally W, = yd( W) 
(see Theorem 4.6 for further details). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let WE c#$ be any word which contains F and ends with 
MNT. Assume that the motions in S are unique to the right (see Dejinition 4.7). 
If S is W-stable with respect to a:, then there is a Lyapulnov function with the 
associated words W, = xb( W), W, = Bb( W) and W, = Ya( W). 
Proof. The appropriate Lyapunov function /3 : P x R -+ Rf is defined by 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Corollary 4.8 and will be omitted. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let WE Vb contain f and end with MNT. Assume that the 
motions of S are unique to the right. If S is W-stable with respect to (II, then there 
is a Lyapunov function with words W, = xb( W), W, = 6$,(W) and W, = Ya( W). 
Proof. Define /3 : P x R--f R+ by 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.3. 
The concept of global boundedness corresponds to the class wg of all 
regular quantifying words which contain e followed by D. Let qr, , xa and Yy, 
be defined as before. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let WE Vg . If there is a Lyapunov function for S with 
respect to (II with words W, = xb(W), W, = O,(W) and W, = Y,(W), then S 
is W-stable with respect to 01. 
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Prooj. The proof of the theorem parallels that of Theorem 4.1 and will be 
omitted. 
I,EMMA 5.6. Let W be any word of T%$ in which neither w, nor W, follow D. 
Then 
where w’ is formedfrom W by deleting D. 
Proof. According to the hypothesis of the lemma, the only quantifiers 
which could follow D in W are w, , w, and w,; that W is of the form U@ U, , 
where the word U, consists of some OS all of the quantiffiers w, , w, and w, . 
Now, 
Since dp(p(7), CC(T)) < 6 is always true, W - @ is equivalent to the statement 
w’{(A + P d 7 s h + 1” + 4 3, PbJ(4,44) < 47 
where w’ is formed from W by deleting the quantifier D. 
DEFINITION 5.7. Let Pa be the propositional function 
P, : {(A + P s 7 s x + P + 4 3, P((P(4 4 < 4 
with the corresponding set of words -ky, defmed as usual. 
Define a function !Pg : Wg -+ W6 by 
~Ll-,(Jq = (k WA , ql> WV 7 WQ? t WJW > 
where K corresponds to E. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let WE fig with neither w, nor w,, Jo&wing D. If there is 
aLyagx~novfunctianfor S with respect o clwith the associated words W, = xb(W) 
and W6 = Y$(W), then S is W-stable with respect o 01. 
Proof. Let j3 be the prescribed Lyapunov function. Since fl has words 
W, = xb(W) and W, = Y,(W), the following two statements hold: 
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The first statement implies (by substituting cp(r) for E and adding& Mand N) 
(K e,F,L, -M N, %4bTd4,4 < K 3 POP(T), 44 < 4, 
and the second implies (by adding E) 
(4 k, w, > W,I , wu 3 wv > W”)W{(h + P G .I- < Ji + EC + 4 3, PC?+), 7) < 4. 
The logical conjunction implies 
@TV + P < 7 < x + P + 4 3 NP(44 < 4 
or W-stability. 
EXAMPLE 5.9. Let the flow S consist of the functions T,,(T) E 0, 
~(7) = 1, &T) = - 1, all functions of the forms p(T) = &(exp(r, 
and +Y((t), where 
for G- < To 
for T > To. 
Let a(r) = v,,(r) and define /3 : P x R -+ R+ by p([, T) = 1 f 1, 
is positive definite. Also p(y(r), T) < 2 for all 7 E R and /?(y( 
-T)+ 1) 
, Then /3 
r>, ‘-1 < 1 
for all r sufficiently large so that /I has the associated words W, = eFLmNT. 
By the theorem, S is eDFLmNT-stable with respect to CL. 
6. ATTRACTION 
In this section, as in the previous sections, assume that S is a fked flow in 
the phase space P and that a! is a fixed reference set. The concept of attraction 
corresponds to words containing d followed by E (possibly with intervening 
quantifiers). Global attraction corresponds to words containing D and E in 
either order. 
Let Wa be the set of all regular quantifying words of the form U,w,U,EU, , 
where wb is either d or D and U, , U, and Ua are words, possibly of length zero. 
Assume that the classes WI , ‘Y& , and W5 of words are defined as in Sections 3 
and 4. Now, define three functions xa: Wa--+ FL, 0,: Wa + W4 and 
!Pa : Wa -+ W5 as follows: 
UW) = (w8, e, WA, 4~~ 
where E has been replaced by e and wP by we, 
xa(W> = -@T-F 
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and 
y,(W) = (e, F, L, w, , w, , w,b . 
THEOREM 6.1, Let W E %‘$ . Assume that there exists a Lyapunov function 
/3 : P x R -+ R+ with associated words W, = 0,(W) and WI = x,(W); 
also assume that there is a function y : P x R2 -+ R+ which satisfies 
(1) YK A A9 = 0, 
(29 pa@ + P d T < A + I* + u9 3, MY(4> A* 4 b Cl- Md% 4% 
(3) ~=vM4~ A) - PMT9YT9 z YM~9, x7 4. 
Then S is W-stable with respect to 01. 
Proof. The variables 6 and L do not appear in statement (2); thus quanti- 
fiers for them may be added to ‘u,(W). Set U = U,DU.JE Us and replace E 
and its quantifier by 9 and the corresponding quantifier for 7 in statement (2). 
Then (2) is equivalent to 
V-A F, K 4 L, w, , w, , w,)u 
C@ + P G T d A + P + 4 37 Md4, A 4 > (1 - r19&@), W>~ 
Statement (3) is equivalent to 
DFff~L~WP(d~9, A> - Ph+), T) > r(d~), A, T)). 
The logical conjunction of the last two statements implies 
(D> F, H, 6 L, 20, , wv , w,)& + I” < 7 d h -!- P + u) 3, [?‘(V(~), A, 79 
2 (1 - 7) PcP@)* x91 &J W@9, x9 - PMT9, r9 3 YG?J@h 4 4112 
which in turn implies 
Since p has an associated word W, = B,(W), 
(w8 y 6 WA , fah~~lo(~(~9,499 < S 3, N~(h9~ 4 -c 4, 
where the variables 4 and E are replaced by v(A) and L. The quantifiers Et, n/r, N 
and T may be added to the last statement, which is then equivalent to 
(01~ , i, wA , w, , H> M, N, %ACo(~(~)~ 44  -=c ~I& Pb@), ?I < 4. (5.2) 
The logical conjunction of statements (5.1) and (5.2) implies 
(wa , H, i, wA, w, , w,, w,, wJ& 
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where I’ is given by 
m4~)~ 49 -=c 81 3, I@ + P G 7- d x + P + v) 3, B(qJ(T>,  < ql). 
In the word quantifying I’, the quantifiers are ordered as in V; in particular, 
i precedes H (which corresponds to E in U). Therefore the last statement is 
equivalent to (upon replacing ~g by K, etc.) 
(U,w,U,XU,) - r N (U,w,U,KEU,) - I’. (5.3) 
The Lyapunov function ,8 satisfies 
E~Tx(bP(& 44 >, ~1 3 EG, 4 3 41>, 
which implies 
~,wJJ&WPb(~)~ 4 -=c 4 3 IAd 44) < 4. 
The logical conjunction of the last statement and (5.3) implies 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let /3 be as in the preceding theorem and assume that 
y : R‘J -+ R satisfies: 
(1) -qI/(~, A) = 01, 
(2) Ya(w)([~ + P < 7 < h + P + 4 3 [IG, T) > 1 - a-7 
(3) FLTl[A < “I ’ k%?‘(‘% 7) - I%‘,(~), A> < 7’6 T, &@)> A)]>* 
Then S is W-stable with respect to OZ. 
Proof. ~~(5, h, T) = y(h, T) ,8(4, h) satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. 
The next corollary includes as a special case a theorem of Bhatia ([2], 
Theorem 2.4). 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let WE dya contain m. If there is a Lyapunov function j3 
for S relative to (II with words W, = xa( W) and W, = e,(W) and which satisjies 
the two conditions: 
(1) ya(w){(x + P < T < x + P + J’) 3, b%‘(T),  < %S’(% x)lh 
(2) ELmFT{(h + P < 4 1 ,&J(T), 4 < E>, 
then S is W-stable with respect to c11. 
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Proof. Define y : P x R2 + R+ by 
?45 A, 4 = NE> 3 - s;P U%,(+ 4 I ?J@) = 8. 
Suppose that W is of the form U,E U,D U, . If U, does not’ contain an existen- 
tial quantifier, then this case reduces to that covered by Theorem 6.1 for 
wg = D (since the order of adjacent universal quantifiers is irrelevant). If, 
however, U, does contain an existential quantifier,the same proof may beused 
with the obvious modifications. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let /3 have the associated words U; = B,(W) and 
W, = xa( W) and satisfy the hypothesis 
ur,vw~~ + P d 7 G x + P + 4 3, NP(4,4 d &?QJ, #I. 
Then S is W-stable with respect to 01. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. Let P = R and let S be defined as in Example 5.10. 
If 01 = ypl , then S is dELFmNT-stable with respect to 01 since 
and 
where y(h) = E, are functions which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1. 
For the remainder of this section assume that W contains D and E, and that 
the quantifiers for X and 9 precede D. Then it follows that 
where U, and CJ, are the sequences of quantifiers which precede and follow D, 
respectively. The statement db(q(h), a(h)) < S] is always true; therefore, 
w-@-Eil> ulua{@+P < ’ 7 < x + P + 4 3, Phw, 4T)) < 4. 
Finally, assume that the motions of S are unique to the right. 
THEOREM 6.6. Assume that S is W-stable where W contains the quantijers 
F andL. Then there exist functions j3 : P x R -+ Rf and y : P x R2 + R which 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1. 




where g, is the unique motion in 5’ such that v(h) = E. The only condition of 
Theorem 6.1 which needs to be verified is (2). By the remarks of the preceding 
paragraph, W - @ implies 
Since h@), A 4 = P(d4,4 - ,&(4,44), whenever P(Y(T>, 4~)) < E, it 
follows that 
Yhm 4 4 3 PM4,4 - E 
2 Pb?N 4 - 77Pb@)> 4 
2 (1 - 7) BM4> 4, 
where $(p)(h), A) = E. F orm U from W by replacing E with H. Then 
COROLLARY 6.7. If S is W-stable with respect to a, then there exists a 
Lyapunov function satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 6.4. 
Proof. Define ,8 : P x R + Rf by ,O(f, A) = p(f, a(h)). 
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